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This report was prepared by V3 Energy, LLC under contract to Alaska Village Electric Cooperative to 
assess the technical and economic feasibility of installing wind turbines at the Pitka’s Point wind site, 
which is located near the villages of Saint Mary’s and Pitka’s Point.  This analysis is part of a conceptual 
design report and final project design funded in Round 4 of the Renewable Energy Fund administered by 
Alaska Energy Authority. 
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Introduction 
Alaska Village Electric Cooperative (AVEC) is the electric utility for the City of Saint Mary’s/Andreafsky as 
well as the interconnected village of Pitka’s Point.  AVEC was awarded a grant from the Alaska Energy 
Authority (AEA) to complete feasibility and design work for installation of wind turbines, with planned 
construction completion and commencement of operational status in 2015. 

Wind resource studies of the St. Mary’s area began in 2007 with identification of possible wind turbine 
sites on Pitka’s Point Corporation land and Saint Mary’s corporation land, located relatively near each 
other between the villages of Saint Mary’s and Pitka’s Point.  Both sites were equipped with 40 meter 
met towers, but the Pitka’s Point site eventually proved to have the superior wind resource and was 
chosen as the primary site for conceptual design and feasibility work. 

CRW Engineering Group, LLC was contracted by AVEC to develop a design package for a wind turbine 
project in Saint Mary’s.  This analysis is a component of that larger effort. 

Village of St. Mary’s/Andreafsky 
St. Mary's is located 450 air miles west-northwest of Anchorage on the north bank of the Andreafsky 
River, five miles from its confluence with the Yukon River.  The City of St. Mary's encompasses the Yupik 
villages of St. Mary's and Andreafsky.   St. Mary's is a Yupik Eskimo community that maintains a fishing 
and subsistence lifestyle. The sale of alcohol is prohibited in the city.  According to Census 2010, 507 
people live in St. Mary’s and Andreafsky.  There are 209 housing units in the community and 151 are 
occupied.  Its population is 91.5 percent Alaska Native, 3.8 percent Caucasian, and 4.7 percent multi-
racial. 

Water is derived from Alstrom Creek reservoir and is 
treated.  Most homes in the village have complete plumbing 
and are connected to the piped water and sewer system. 
Waste heat from the power plant supports the circulating 
water system.  A 1.7-million-gallon sewage lagoon provides 
waste treatment.  A washeteria is available nearby at Pitka's 
Point.  An unpermitted landfill is shared with Pitka's Point. 
Electricity is provided by AVEC with interconnection to the 
village of Pitka’s Point and the St. Mary’s airport (station 

code KSM).  There is one school located in the community, attended by 185 students.  There is a local 
health clinic staffed by a health practitioner and four health aides. Emergency Services have river, 
limited highway, and air access.  

Wind Resource at Pitka’s Point and Saint Mary’s  
The wind resource measured at the Pitka’s Point met tower site is Class 6 (outstanding) by measurement 
of wind power density and wind speed.  Extensive wind resource analysis has been conducted in the 
Saint Mary’s region, with a met tower at a lower elevation site near Saint Mary’s and another met tower 
near Mountain Village, in addition to the Pitka’s Point met tower.  Documented in Saint Mary’s Area 
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Wind Power Report by V3 Energy, LLC, dated July 20, 2010, the wind resource measured at the nearby 
Saint Mary’s met tower site is less robust than that measured at Pitka’s Point and appears to experience 
similar icing problems.  The Mountain Village wind resource is excellent with mean wind speed near that 
measured at Pitka’s Point.  Considering the inland location of Saint Mary’s/Pitka’s Point, the wind 
resource measure at the Pitka’s Point met tower site is highly unusual, and very favorable, with its 
combination of a high annual average wind speed, relatively low elevation, likely good geotechnical 
conditions, and proximity to existing roads and infrastructure. 

A 40 meter NRG Systems, Inc. tubular-type meteorological (met) tower was installed on Pitka’s Point 
Native Corporation land on the bluff immediately above the Yukon River with excellent exposure to 
northeasterly winds down the Andreafsky River, northerly winds from the mountains and southerly 
winds from the flat, tundra plains leading toward Bethel.  The met tower site is near an active rock 
quarry and visual inspection of that quarry indicates the likelihood of excellent geotechnical conditions 
for wind turbine foundations.  Also of advantage for the site is near proximity of the road connecting 
Saint Mary’s to Pitka’s Point, the airport and Mountain Village.  A two-phase power distribution line 
(connecting the St. Mary’s powerplant to Pitka’s Point as one phase and to the airport as the second 
phase) routes on the south side of the road.  This line could be upgraded to three-phase at relatively low 
cost to connect wind turbines to three-phase distribution in Saint Mary’s. 

The Pitka’s Point wind resource is comprehensively described in Pitka’s Point, Alaska Wind Resource 
Report by V3 Energy, LLC, dated April 25, 2012 and included in Appendix A of this report. 

Pitka’s Point met tower data synopsis 
Data dates October 26, 2007 to February 12, 2009 (16 months) 
Wind power class Class 6 (excellent), based on wind power density 
Wind power density mean, 38 m 558 W/m2 
Wind speed mean, 38 m 7.62 m/s (17.0 mph) 
Max. 10-min wind speed  29.5 m/s 
Maximum 2-sec. wind gust 26.3 m/s (81.2 mph), January 2008 
Weibull distribution parameters k = 1.94, c = 8.64 m/s 
Wind shear power law exponent 0.176 (low) 
Roughness class 2.09 (description: few trees) 
IEC 61400-1, 3rd ed. classification Class II-c (at 38 meters) 
Turbulence intensity, mean (at 38 m) 0.076 (at 15 m/s) 
Calm wind frequency (at 38 m) 20% (< 4 m/s) (16 mo. measurement period) 
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Google Earth image, Pitka’s Point and Saint Mary’s 

 

Pitka’s Point met tower location

 

Wind Speed 
Anemometer data obtained from the met tower, from the perspectives of both mean wind speed and 
mean wind power density, indicate an outstanding wind resource.   Note that cold temperatures 
contributed to a higher wind power density than standard conditions would yield for the measured 
mean wind speeds.   

  

St. Mary’s 
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Pitka’s Point met tower anemometer data summary 

Variable 
Speed 38 

m 
Speed 29 

m 
Speed 28 
m IceFree 

Speed 21 
m 

Measurement height (m) 38 28.8 28.2 21 
MoMM wind speed (m/s) 7.62 7.24 7.33 6.78 
Max 10-min avg wind speed (m/s) 29.5 29.2 27.5 28.4 
Weibull k 1.94 1.89 2.22 1.88 
Weibull c (m/s) 8.64 8.20 8.26 7.68 
MoMM power density (W/m²) 559 490 441 404 
MoMM energy content (kWh/m²/yr) 4,897 4,294 3,861 3,541 
Energy pattern factor 1.95 2.00 1.73 2.01 
Frequency of calms (%) (< 4 m/s) 20.4 21.9 17.6 24.7 
MoMM = mean of monthly means     

Time series calculations indicate high mean wind speeds during the winter months with more moderate, 
but still relatively high, mean wind speeds during summer months.  This correlates well with the Saint 
Mary’s/Andreafsky/Pitka’s Point village load profile where winter months see high demand for 
electricity and heat and the summer months have lower demand for electricity and heat.  The daily wind 
profiles indicate relatively even wind speeds throughout the day with slightly higher wind speeds during 
night hours. 

38 m anemometer data summary 

 
Mean Median 

Max 10-
min avg 

Max 
gust (2 

sec) 
Std. 
Dev. 

Weibull 
k 

Weibull 
c 

Month (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (-) (m/s) 
Jan 10.17 10.70 29.5 35.9 5.34 1.97 11.45 
Feb 9.21 9.20 20.1 23.3 4.07 2.41 10.36 
Mar 8.62 8.50 21.8 26.3 4.33 2.07 9.71 
Apr 7.98 7.80 16.9 20.6 2.83 3.05 8.90 
May 7.27 6.90 21.8 27.1 3.67 2.06 8.19 
Jun 5.70 5.80 13.2 15.3 2.62 2.28 6.40 
Jul 7.98 7.70 21.7 26.3 3.33 2.55 8.99 
Aug 5.89 5.70 15.3 17.9 2.95 2.05 6.62 
Sep 6.37 6.70 12.5 16.8 2.44 2.85 7.11 
Oct 6.80 6.60 20.1 24.8 3.81 1.80 7.62 
Nov 7.32 6.40 24.1 29.8 4.48 1.72 8.23 
Dec 8.97 8.90 22.9 27.5 4.69 1.95 10.07 
Annual 7.62 7.20 29.5 35.9 4.09 1.94 8.64 
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Monthly time series, mean wind speeds  

 

Extreme Winds 
A modified Gumbel distribution analysis, based on monthly maximum winds vice annual maximum 
winds, was used to predict extreme winds at the Pitka’s Point met tower site.  Sixteen months of data 
though are minimal at best and hence results should be viewed with caution.  Nevertheless, with data 
available the predicted Vref (maximum ten-minute average wind speed) in a 50 year return period (in 
other words, predicted to occur once every 50 years) is 41.6 m/s.  This result classifies the site as Class II 
by International Electrotechnical Commission 61400-1, 3rd edition (IEC3) criteria.  IEC extreme wind 
probability classification is one criteria – with turbulence the other – that describes a site with respect to 
suitability for particular wind turbine models.  Note that the IEC3 Class II extreme wind classification, 
which applies to the Pitka’s Point met tower site, clearly indicates relatively energetic winds and 
turbines installed at this location should be IEC3 Class II rated. 

Site extreme wind probability table, 38 m data 

 
Vref Gust IEC 61400-1, 3rd ed. 

Period (years) (m/s) (m/s) Class Vref, m/s 
3 29.2 35.5 I  50.0 

10 35.4 43.1 II 42.5 
20 37.0 45.0 III 37.5 
30 39.6 48.2 

S designer-
specified 50 41.6 50.6 

100 44.2 53.8   
 average gust factor: 1.22 
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Wind Direction 
Wind frequency and wind energy roses indicate that winds at the Pitka’s Point met tower site are 
primarily bi-directional, with northerly and east-northeasterly winds predominating.  A mean value rose 
indicates that east-northeasterly winds are of higher intensity than northerly winds, but interesting, the 
infrequent south-southeasterly winds, when they do occur, are highly energetic and likely indicative of 
storm winds. 

Wind frequency rose (38 m vane) Wind energy rose (38 m anem.) 

  

Temperature and Density 
The Pitka’s Point met tower site experiences cool summers and cold winters with resulting higher than 
standard air density.  Calculated annual air density during the met tower test period exceeds the 1.204 
kg/m3 standard air density for a 177 meter elevation by 5.7 percent.  This is advantageous in wind power 
operations as wind turbines produce more power at low temperatures (high air density) than at 
standard temperature and density. 

Temperature and density table (incl. synthesized data) 
  Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max 
Month (°F) (°F) (°F) (°C) (°C) (°C) (kg/m³) (kg/m³) (kg/m³) 

Jan 4.7 -20.2 39.0 -15.1 -29.0 3.9 1.341 1.248 1.416 
Feb 4.1 -24.7 32.4 -15.5 -31.5 0.2 1.343 1.264 1.430 
Mar 11.0 -14.3 38.8 -11.7 -25.7 3.8 1.323 1.248 1.397 
Apr 19.5 -6.3 44.2 -7.0 -21.3 6.8 1.299 1.235 1.372 
May 39.4 13.8 65.5 4.1 -10.1 18.6 1.247 1.185 1.314 
Jun 49.2 29.5 70.2 9.5 -1.4 21.2 1.223 1.174 1.272 
Jul 50.5 37.9 81.9 10.3 3.3 27.7 1.220 1.149 1.250 

Aug 51.3 33.1 70.9 10.7 0.6 21.6 1.218 1.173 1.263 
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Sep 45.1 30.0 64.6 7.3 -1.1 18.1 1.233 1.187 1.270 
Oct 22.7 5.0 37.2 -5.2 -15.0 2.9 1.290 1.252 1.339 
Nov 16.3 -14.6 44.6 -8.7 -25.9 7.0 1.308 1.234 1.398 
Dec 13.9 -16.2 45.0 -10.1 -26.8 7.2 1.315 1.233 1.403 

Annual 27.3 -24.7 81.9 -2.6 -31.5 27.7 1.280 1.149 1.430 

Wind-Diesel System Design and Equipment 
Wind-diesel power systems are categorized based on their average penetration levels, or the overall 
proportion of wind-generated electricity compared to the total amount of electrical energy generated. 
Commonly used categories of wind-diesel penetration levels are low penetration, medium penetration, 
and high penetration. The wind penetration level is roughly equivalent to the amount of diesel fuel 
displaced by wind power.  Note however that the higher the level of wind penetration, the more 
complex and expensive of a control system and demand-management strategy required.  Medium 
penetration is a good compromise between of displaced fuel usage and relatively minimal system 
complexity and is AVEC’s preferred system configuration.  Installation of four NPS 100C-24 wind turbines 
at the Pitka’s Point site would be configured at the medium penetration level. 

Categories of wind-diesel penetration levels 
Penetration 

Category 
Wind Penetration Level 

Operating Characteristics and System Requirements Instantaneous Average 
Very Low <60% <8% • Diesel generator(s) runs full time 

• Wind power reduces net load on diesel 
• All wind energy serves primary load 
• No supervisory control system 

Low 60 to 120% 8 to 20% • Diesel generator(s) runs full time 
• At high wind power levels, secondary loads are 

dispatched to insure sufficient diesel loading, or wind 
generation is curtailed 

• Relatively simple control system 
Medium 120 to 300% 20 to 50% • Diesel generator(s) runs full time 

• At medium to high wind power levels, secondary 
loads are dispatched to insure sufficient diesel 
loading 

• At high wind power levels, complex secondary load 
control system is needed to ensure heat loads do not 
become saturated 

• Sophisticated control system 
High 

(Diesels-off 
Capable) 

300+% 50 to 150% • At high wind power levels, diesel generator(s) may be 
shut down for diesels-off capability 

• Auxiliary components required to regulate voltage 
and frequency 

• Sophisticated control system 
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Proposed System Configuration 
In general, medium penetration is a design compromise that enables a relatively large amount of 
displaced fuel usage with a moderate degree of system complexity.  Medium penetration is AVEC’s 
preferred system configuration and is the only one considered in this analysis. 

Diesel Power Plant 
Electric power (comprised of the diesel power plant and the electric power distribution system) in Saint 
Mary’s is provided by AVEC. The existing power plant in Saint Mary’s consists of one Cummins diesel 
generator model QSX15G9 rated at 499 kW output, and two Caterpillar diesel generators, a model 3508 
rated at 611 kW output and a model 3512 rated at 908 kW output.   

St. Mary’s power plant diesel generators 
Generator Electrical Capacity Diesel Engine Model 

1 499 kW Cummins QSX15G9 
2 611 kW Caterpillar 3508 
3 908 kW Caterpillar 3512 

Wind Turbine 
This report considers installation of four Northern Power Systems’ NPS 100C-24 wind turbines for 380 
kW installed wind capacity to serve the Saint Mary’s/Andreafsky and Pitka’s Point combined load. 

The NPS 100C-24 is rated at 95 kW and is equipped with a permanent magnet, synchronous generator 
for direct drive (no gearbox) operation.  The turbine has a 24.4 meter diameter rotor and will be 
equipped with a 23 meter tower for this installation.  The turbine is stall-controlled and in the proposed 
version will be equipped with an arctic package enabling continuous operation at temperatures to -40° 
C.  The NPS 100 is the most widely represented village-scale wind turbine in Alaska with a significant 
number of installations in the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta and on St. Lawrence Island.  The NPS 100 wind 
turbine is manufactured in Barre, Vermont, USA.  More information can be found at 
http://www.northernpower.com/.  The power curve of the NPS 100C-24 is shown below, adjusted for 
the measured site density of 1.280 kg/m^3. 

NPS 100C-24 power and thrust curves (rho=1.280 kg/m^3) 

 

 

http://www.northernpower.com/
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Load Demand 
This analysis includes stand-alone electric and thermal load demand in St. Mary’s (which includes 
Andreafsky and Pitka’s Point). 

St. Mary’s Electric Load  
Saint Mary’s/Andreafsky load data, collected from December 26, 2009 to October 27, 2011, was 
received from Mr. Bill Thompson of AVEC.  These data are in 15 minute increments and represent total 
electric load demand during each time step.  The data were processed by adjusting the date/time 
stamps nine hours from GMT to Yukon/Alaska time, multiplying each value by four to translate kWh to 
kW (similar to processing of the wind turbine data), and creating January 1 to December 31 hourly load 
data for export to HOMER software.  The resulting load is shown graphically below.  Average load is 354 
kW with a 621 kW peak load and an average daily load demand of 8,496 kWh.  This was revised to an 
average daily load demand of 8,965 kWh in this report to account for recent load growth in the 
community as documented in the 2013 PCE Report. 

St. Mary’s electric load 

 

  

Recovered Heat Loop Thermal Load 
The thermal load demand served by the diesel engine recovered heat loop is well quantified and 
described in a report entitled St. Mary’s, Alaska Heat Recovery Study, prepared for the Alaska Energy 
Authority by Alaska Energy and Engineering, Inc., dated August 31, 2011.  Thermal load data needed for 
HOMER modeling was extracted from a heat demand/heat available graph on page 5 of the report.  
Monthly thermal heat demand is graphed as a heating fuel equivalent in gallons per month, which was 
converted to kW demand with a conversion of 0.0312 gallons heating fuel per kWh.  Although not 
entirely precise, the monthly heat demand was equalized across the entire day for each month and then 
randomized with a five percent day-to-day and five percent time step-to-time step random variability.  
Resulting thermal load is show below. 
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Saint Mary’s thermal load 

 

  

Saint Mary’s School Wind-to-Heat 
Given that the thermal loads served by the recovered heat loop are relatively small compared to the 
thermal output of the diesel engines, even with wind turbines, AVEC has decided to locate a secondary 
load controller and electric boiler in the Saint Mary’s school and operate it as a remote node wind-to-
heat location.  This will augment another secondary load controller and electric boiler to be located in 
the recovered heat loop. 

Saint Mary’s school fuel usage 

 

Diesel Generators 
The HOMER model was constructed with all three St. Mary’s generators.  Information pertinent to the 
HOMER model is shown in the table below.  Note that the Saint Mary’s power plant is equipped with 
automated switchgear and can run in automatic mode with generators operating in parallel. 

Month
Fuel Usage 

(gal)

Energy 
Equivalent 
(MMBtu)

Energy 
Equivalent 

(kWh)
1 4,800           642           188,160         
2 4,600           615           180,320         
3 4,200           562           164,640         
4 3,200           428           125,440         
5 1,900           254           74,480           
6 1,100           147           43,120           
7 800              107           31,360           
8 1,000           134           39,200           
9 1,600           214           62,720           
10 2,900           388           113,680         
11 3,900           522           152,880         
12 5,000           669           196,000         

Annual 35,000         4,681         1,372,000      
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Diesel generator HOMER modeling information 

Diesel generator 
Cummins 
QSX15G9 

Caterpillar 
3508 

Caterpillar 
3512 

Power output (kW) 499 611 908 
Intercept coeff. (L/hr/kW 
rated) .0222 0.0233 0.0203 

Slope (L/hr/kW output) 0.215 0.238 0.233 
Minimum electric  
load (%) 

15% 
(75 kW) 

15% 
(92 kW) 

15% 
(136 kW) 

Heat recovery ratio (% of 
waste heat that can serve the 
thermal load) 

22 22 22 

Intercept coefficient – the no-load fuel consumption of the generator divided by its capacity 
Slope – the marginal fuel consumption of the generator 

Diesel generator efficiency curves 
Fuel efficiency curve, QSX15G9 Fuel efficiency curve, Cat 3508 Fuel efficiency curve, Cat 3508 

   

Model Results 
HOMER energy modeling software was used to calculate wind turbine energy production and excess 
energy available (not demanded by the electrical load). Note that inclusion of wind turbines as a wind-
diesel power system, even at lower penetration levels, results in energy generation greater than 
electrical load demand.  This is due to spinning reserve and minimum diesel loading requirements, and is 
expressed excess energy.  Note that wind turbine energy production in these analyses is calculated at 80 
percent net. 

Energy table, four NPS 100C-24 turbines, 80% net AEP 

Row 
Labels 

Sum of 
Wind 
Energy 
(kWh) 

Sum of 
Load 
Demand 
(kWh) 

Sum of 
Energy 
Generated 
(kWh) 

Sum of 
Wind-to-
Electric 
(kWh) 

Sum of 
Wind-
to-Heat 
(kWh) 

Average of 
Wind 
Penetration 
(%) 

Max of 
Wind 
Penetration 
(%)2 

1 
     
125,320  

     
324,719  

     
329,955  

       
120,085  

      
5,236  39.2% 114.0% 

2 
     
127,985  

     
286,118  

     
293,593  

       
120,511  

      
7,475  45.5% 112.5% 

3 
     
130,165  

     
316,072  

     
322,113  

       
124,124  

      
6,041  41.7% 111.2% 

4 
       
98,645  

     
278,631  

     
286,298  

         
90,978  

      
7,667  36.2% 121.9% 
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Row 
Labels 

Sum of 
Wind 
Energy 
(kWh) 

Sum of 
Load 
Demand 
(kWh) 

Sum of 
Energy 
Generated 
(kWh) 

Sum of 
Wind-to-
Electric 
(kWh) 

Sum of 
Wind-
to-Heat 
(kWh) 

Average of 
Wind 
Penetration 
(%) 

Max of 
Wind 
Penetration 
(%)2 

5 
       
97,608  

     
256,474  

     
268,673  

         
85,409  

     
12,199  39.0% 164.9% 

6 
       
60,487  

     
221,811  

     
229,224  

         
53,074  

      
7,413  28.1% 174.7% 

7 
     
119,313  

     
227,939  

     
254,300  

         
92,953  

     
26,360  52.9% 153.0% 

8 
       
64,371  

     
243,701  

     
249,394  

         
58,678  

      
5,693  26.8% 146.6% 

9 
       
69,105  

     
241,806  

     
249,662  

         
61,248  

      
7,856  29.9% 149.8% 

10 
       
79,902  

     
275,514  

     
282,137  

         
73,278  

      
6,623  30.1% 135.0% 

11 
       
93,966  

     
287,784  

     
292,469  

         
89,281  

      
4,685  33.1% 124.0% 

12 
     
117,947  

     
311,651  

     
316,929  

       
112,669  

      
5,278  38.7% 109.3% 

Grand 
Total 

   
1,184,814  

  
3,272,220  

  
3,374,746  

    
1,082,287  

   
102,526  36.8% 174.7% 

Chart, four NPS 100C-24 turbines 
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Wind-to-Heat Table 

 

WAsP Modeling, Wind Turbine Layout 
WAsP (Wind Atlas Analysis and Application Program) and is PC-based software for predicting wind 
climates, wind resources and power production from wind turbines and wind farms and was used to 
model the Pitka’s Point terrain and wind turbine performance.   

WAsP software calculates gross and net annual energy production (AEP) for turbines contained within 
wind farms, such as an array of two or more turbines in proximity to each other.  For s single turbine 
array, WAsP calculates gross AEP.  With one turbine, net AEP is identical to gross AEP as there is no wake 
loss to consider. 

Orographic Modeling 
WAsP modeling begins with import of a digital elevation map (DEM) of the subject site and surrounding 
area and conversion of coordinates to Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM).  UTM is a geographic 
coordinate system that uses a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system to identify locations on the 
surface of Earth.  UTM coordinates reference the meridian of its particular zone (60 longitudinal zones 
are further subdivided by 20 latitude bands) for the easting coordinate and distance from the equator 
for the northing coordinate.  Units are meters.  Elevations of the DEMs are converted to meters (if 
necessary) for import into WAsP software. 

A met tower reference point is added to the digital elevation map, wind turbine locations identified, and 
a wind turbine(s) selected to perform the calculations.  WAsP considers the orographic (terrain) effects 
on the wind (plus surface roughness and obstacles) and calculates how wind flow increases or decreases 
at each node of the DEM grid.  The mathematical model has a number of limitations, including the 
assumption of overall wind regime of the turbine site is the same as the met tower reference site, 
prevailing weather conditions are stable over time, and the surrounding terrain at both sites is 
sufficiently gentle and smooth to ensure laminar, attached wind flow.  WAsP software is not capable of 
modeling turbulent wind flow resulting from sharp terrain features such as mountain ridges, canyons, 
shear bluffs, etc.   

Month
Fuel Usage 

(gal)

Energy 
Equivalent 
(MMBtu)

Energy 
Equivalent 

(kWh)

Wind-to-
Heat 

(kWh)

Wind-to-
Heat (% 

load)
1 4,800           642           188,160         5,236       2.8%
2 4,600           615           180,320         7,475       4.1%
3 4,200           562           164,640         6,041       3.7%
4 3,200           428           125,440         7,667       6.1%
5 1,900           254           74,480           12,199     16.4%
6 1,100           147           43,120           7,413       17.2%
7 800              107           31,360           26,360     84.1%
8 1,000           134           39,200           5,693       14.5%
9 1,600           214           62,720           7,856       12.5%
10 2,900           388           113,680         6,623       5.8%
11 3,900           522           152,880         4,685       3.1%
12 5,000           669           196,000         5,278       2.7%

Annual 35,000         4,681         1,372,000      102,526   7.5%
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Orographic modeling of wind across the site, with the Pitka’s Point met tower as the reference site, 
indicates an outstanding wind resource on the top edge of the bluff, especially downhill from the met 
tower toward the Yukon River and the village of Pitka’s Point.   

Wind modeling of Pitka’s Point site area, plan view 

 

Wind modeling of Pitka’s Point site area, view to west  

 

Wind Turbine Project Site 
The project site is Pitka’s Point Native Corporation land on and near the location of the Pitka’s Point met 
tower, with boundaries of the Pitka’s Point/Saint Mary’s Airport road to the north, a rock quarry to the 
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east, the bluff and Lot 10 to the south, and a Native Allotment to the west.  More specifically, AVEC has 
obtained site control on Lot 6 within these general boundaries for turbine siting.  Site control of Lot 6 is 
adequate to site four NPS 100C-24 turbines. 

It is important to note that winds at the project site, though robust as a Class 6 wind resource, are prone 
to rime icing conditions in winter.  Rime icing is more problematic for wind turbine operations than 
freezing rain (clear ice) given its tenacity and longevity in certain climatic conditions.  Anti-icing and/or 
de-icing features may be necessary to sustain availability during the winter months. 

NPS 100C-24 Turbine Layout 
Using WAsP software, locations for four NPS 100C-24 wind turbines were selected that have high gross 
energy production, but at the same time result in minimal array loss, thus yielding a high net energy 
production.  Site constraints necessitated that the turbines be located on the southern boundary of the 
available lot but yet maintain sufficient offset from the quarry to accommodate its possibly future 
expansion. 

NPS 100C-24 Turbine Layout 
Turbine UTM (easting, northing) 
Pitkas 1 Zone 3V  591490, 6879581 
Pitkas 2 Zone 3V  591616, 6879581 
Pitkas 3 Zone 3V  591564, 6879490 
Pitkas 4 Zone 3V  591690, 6879490 

NPS 100C-24 turbine layout, view to north 
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NPS 100C-24 turbine layout, view to southwest 

 

WAsP Modeling Results for NPS 100C-24 Turbine Array 
The following table presents the WAsP software analysis of energy production and capacity factor 
performance of the NPS 100C-24 turbines in a four turbine array at 100% turbine availability (percent of 
time that the turbine is on-line and available for energy production).  The turbines perform very well in 
the Pitka’s Point wind regime with excellent annual energy production and minimal array wake loss.  
WAsP modeling results are included in Appendix B of this report. 

Note that the standard (atmospheric conditions) power curve was compensated to the measured mean 
annual site air density of 1.273 kg/m3.  For the stall-controlled NPS 100C-24, power output (for each m/s 
wind speed step) of the standard power curve was multiplied by the ratio of site air density to standard 
air density of 1.225 kg kg/m3 and capped at a maximum 100 kW output. 

WAsP model results, NPS 100C-24 four turbine array, 100% AEP  
Parameter Total  

(MWh/yr) 
Average Each 

(MWh/yr) 
Minimum  Each 

(MWh/yr) 
Maximum Each 

(MWh/yr) 
Net AEP 1,424 356.2 349.2 374.0 

Gross AEP 1,473 368.3 359.1 383.5 
Wake loss 3.27% - - - 

Alternate Turbine Layout  
Using WAsP software, locations for five NPS 100C-24 wind turbines (four planned plus a possible future 
fifth turbine) were selected that have similar high gross energy production and minimal array loss as the 
first layout, but allow for electrical distribution line routing that will not cross the access road (a problem 
noted by AVEC Engineering with respect to the layout above).  As with the proposed layout, site 
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constraints necessitate that turbines be located on the southern boundary of the available lot but yet 
maintain sufficient offset from the quarry to accommodate future expansion. 

NPS 100C-24 alternate layout 
Turbine UTM (easting, northing) 
Pitkas 1 Zone 3V  591490, 6879499 
Pitkas 2 Zone 3V  591595, 6879499 
Pitkas 3 Zone 3V  591700, 6879499 
Pitkas 4 Zone 3V  591543, 6879580 

Pitkas 5 (future) Zone 3V  591648, 6879580 

NPS 100C-24 turbines alternate array, view to north 

 

WAsP Modeling Results for Alternate NPS 100C-24 Array 
The following table presents the WAsP software analysis of energy production and capacity factor 
performance of the NPS 100C-24 turbines in a four turbine array at 100% turbine availability (percent of 
time that the turbine is on-line and available for energy production).  As with the layout above, the 
turbines perform very well in the Pitka’s Point wind regime with excellent annual energy production and 
minimal array wake loss.  WAsP modeling results are included in Appendix C of this report. 

Annual energy production alternate four turbine array, 100% AEP 
Parameter Total  

(MWh/yr) 
Average Each 

(MWh/yr) 
Minimum  Each 

(MWh/yr) 
Maximum Each 

(MWh/yr) 
Net AEP 1,432 358.1 350.0 378.6 

Gross AEP 1,482 370.7 358.7 383.3 
Wake loss 3.38 % - - - 
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Economic Analysis 
Homer software was used to model static energy balance of the Saint Mary’s electrical and thermal 
power system at ten minute increments of time.  Wind turbines are modeled as connected to the 
electrical distribution system with first priority to serve the electrical load and second priority to serve 
the thermal load via a secondary load controller and electric boiler located at the community school. 

Project Capital Cost 
Capital and installation costs of four NPS 100C-24 wind turbines to serve the village of St. Mary’s, 
including distribution system extension is $4,886,000.  This cost estimate was developed by CRW 
Engineering, Inc. for AVEC’s Renewable Energy Fund Round 8 construction project proposal.   

Fuel Cost 
A fuel price of $4.83/gallon was chosen for the initial HOMER analysis by reference to the 2014_06-
R8Prototype_AEA_Final_2014-08-07 Excel spreadsheet, written by ISER.  The $4.83/gallon price reflects 
the average value of all fuel prices between the 2016 (the assumed project start year) fuel price of 
$4.47/gallon and the 2035 (20 year project end year) fuel price of $5.48/gallon using the medium price 
projection analysis with an average CO2-equivalent allowance cost of $0.60/gallon included. 

By comparison, the fuel price for St. Mary’s reported to Regulatory Commission of Alaska for the 2013 
PCE report was $3.37/gallon, without inclusion of CO2-equivalent allowance.  Assuming a CO2-
equivalent allowance of $0.41/gallon (ISER Prototype spreadsheet, 2013 value), the St. Mary’s 2013 
diesel fuel price was $3.78/gallon. 

Heating fuel displacement by diversion of excess energy to thermal loads is valued at $5.77/gallon as an 
average price for the 20 year project period.  This price was determined by reference to the 2014_06-
R8Prototype_AEA_Final_2014-08-07 Excel spreadsheet where heating oil is valued at the cost of diesel 
fuel (with CO2-equivalent allowance) plus $0.94/gallon, assuming heating oil displacement between 
1,000 and 25,000 gallons per year. 

Fuel cost table (SCC included) 
ISER medium 

cost projection 2016 (/gal) 2035 (/gal) 
Average 
(/gallon) 

Diesel fuel $4.47 $5.48 $4.83 
Heating oil $5.41 $6.42 $5.77 

Modeling Assumptions 
HOMER energy modeling software was used to analyze the Saint Mary’s power System.  HOMER is a 
static energy model designed to analyze hybrid power systems that contain a mix of conventional and 
renewable energy sources, such as diesel generators, wind turbines, solar panels, batteries, etc.   Homer 
software is widely used in the State of Alaska to aid development of village wind-diesel power projects. 

HOMER modeling assumptions are detailed in the table below.  Many assumptions, such as project life, 
discount rate, operations and maintenance (O&M) costs, etc. are AEA default values.  The base or 
comparison scenario is the existing St. Mary’s/Andreafsky powerplant with its present configuration of 
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diesel generators.  Also assumed in the base or comparison scenario is that excess powerplant heat 
serves the thermal load via a heat recovery loop. 

Wind turbines constructed at the Pitka’s Point site are assumed to operate in parallel with the diesel 
generators.  Excess energy will serve thermal loads via a secondary load controller and electric boiler, 
but this SLC/boiler combination may not be part of the diesel generator recovered heat loop.  
Installation cost of four NPS 100C-24 wind turbines assumes a three-phase distribution line extension 
from the road to the wind turbine site plus a two-phase to three-phase upgrade of the distribution 
system from the line extension tie-in to an existing three-phase distribution point on the west side of 
the village of St. Mary’s. 

Homer and ISER modeling assumptions 
Economic Assumptions  
Project cost $4,886,000 
Project life 20 years (2016 to 2035) 
Discount rate 3% (reference: ISER 2014 R8Prototype spreadsheet) 
Operating Reserves  
Load in current time step 10% 
Wind power output 100% (Homer setting to force diesels on at all times) 
Fuel Properties (no. 2 diesel for 
powerplant) 

 

Heating value 46.8 MJ/kg (140,000 BTU/gal) 
Density 830 kg/m3 (6.93 lb./gal) 
Price (20 year average; ISER 2013, 
medium projection plus SCC) 

$5.27/gal ($1.38/Liter) 

Fuel Properties (no. 1 diesel to serve 
thermal loads) 

 

Heating value 44.8 MJ/kg (134,000 BTU/gal) 
Density 830 kg/m3 (6.93 lb./gal) 
Price (20 year average; ISER 2013, 
medium projection plus SCC) 

$6.32/gal ($1.66/Liter) 

Diesel Generators  
Generator capital cost $0 (new generators already funded) 
O&M cost $0.02/kWh (reference: ISER 2014 R8Prototype spreadsheet) 
Minimum load 15 percent 
Schedule Optimized 
Wind Turbines  
Availability 80% 
O&M cost  $0.050/kWh (reference: ISER 2014 R8Prototype spreadsheet) 
Wind speed 6.95 m/s at 23 m, 100% net AEP, rep. of all turbines 

6.75 m/s at 23 m, met tower mean annual interpolation 
 6.05 m/s at 23 m, 80% net AEP, rep. of all turbines 
Density adjustment 1.280 kg/m^3 
Energy Loads  
Electric 8.96 MWh/day average Saint Mary’s electric load 
Thermal 3.76 MWh/day (12.8 MMBtu/day) average Saint Mary’s school 

heat load  
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Economic Valuation 
Homer software was used in this feasibility analysis to model the wind resource, wind turbine energy 
production, effect on the diesel engines when operated with wind turbines, and excess wind energy that 
could be used to serve thermal loads.  Although Homer software is designed to evaluate economic 
valuation by ranking alternatives, including a base or “do nothing” alternative by net present cost, AEA 
economic valuation methodology differs in its assumptions of O&M costs, fuel cost for each year of the 
project life, and disposition of excess energy.  Excess energy is valued in the ISER spreadsheet with an 
assumption that the powerplant is not co-generation.   In other words, excess energy is valued without 
consideration of possible thermal production loss due to reduced diesel engine loading as would occur 
in a co-generation system configuration. 

In an effort to align economic valuation of project alternatives with Alaska Energy Authority methods, 
this feasibility analysis uses AEA’s economic evaluation methods.  Although ISER developed the cost 
evaluation spreadsheet, AEA determined the assumptions and methods of the model.  The model is 
updated every July in preparation for the next round of Renewable Energy Fund requests for proposals 
in the form of an explanation report and an Excel spreadsheet.  The latest version of the spreadsheet 
has a file name of 2014_06-R8Prototype_AEA_Final_2014-08-07 and is available on AEA’s website.   

Project economic valuation 

 

Conclusion  
At the Pitka’s Point site, St. Mary’s has a very good wind resource for wind power development, 
especially considering its distance from the Bering Sea coast.  Wind behavior is desirable with low 
turbulence, low wind shear, and moderate extreme wind probability. 

The analysis in this report considered configurations of four Northern Power Systems NPS 100C-24 wind 
turbines in medium penetration configuration with no electrical storage and a wind-heat node at the St. 
Mary’s School.  The economic analysis indicates a positive project benefit with a 20 year benefit-to-cost 
ratio of 1.20 and a 12.6 year simple payback period. 

Turbine No.
Project 
Cost

NPV 
Benefits

NPV 
Costs

B/C 
Ratio

NPS100C-24 4 380 $4.89 $5.36 $4.47 1.20 83,253      3,079      86,332    

Diesel Fuel 
Saved 
(gal/yr)

Heating 
Oil Saved 

(gal/yr)

Total Fuel 
Saved 
(gal/yr)

Wind 
Capacity 

(kW)

(in $ millions)
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Appendix A, WAsP Wind Farm Report, Pitka’s Point Site, NPS 100C-24 
Turbines 
  

 



'Pitkas Point REF 8' wind farm 
Produced on 8/26/2014 at 12:05:24 PM by licenced user: Douglas J. Vaught, V3 Energy, USA 
using WAsP version: 10.02.0010. 

Summary results 
 
Parameter Total Average Minimum Maximum 
Net AEP [MWh] 1424.861 356.215 349.188 374.040 
Gross AEP [MWh] 1473.066 368.267 359.056 383.466 
Wake loss [%] 3.27 - - - 

 

Site results 
 
Site Location 

[m] 
Turbine Elevation 

[m a.s.l.] 
Height 
[m a.g.l.] 

Net AEP 
[MWh] 

Wake loss 
[%] 

Pitkas 1 (591490, 
6879581) 

NPS100-24 170 23 349.188 3.1 

Pitkas 2 (591616, 
6879581) 

NPS100-24 170 23 351.397 2.13 

Pitkas 3 (591564, 
6879490) 

NPS100-24 170 23 350.237 5.38 

Pitkas 4 (591690, 
6879490) 

NPS100-24 169.3152 23 374.040 2.46 

Site w ind climates 
 
Site Location 

[m] 
Height 
[m a.g.l.] 

A 
[m/s] 

k U 
[m/s] 

E 
[W/m²] 

RIX 
[%] 

dRIX 
[%] 

Pitkas 1 (591490, 
6879581) 

23 7.7 1.93 6.83 403 3.5 0.3 

Pitkas 2 (591616, 
6879581) 

23 7.7 1.94 6.80 397 3.6 0.3 

Pitkas 3 (591564, 
6879490) 

23 7.8 1.94 6.94 421 3.8 0.5 

Pitkas 4 (591690, 
6879490) 

23 8.0 1.94 7.12 453 3.6 0.4 

 

C:\Users\Douglas\Documents\AVEC\St Marys\REF Round 8, 2014\Pitkas Point REF 8, WAsP wind farm report, 4 
NPS100C, rho=1.280.docx 1 27-08-14 
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Appendix B, WAsP Turbine Site Report, Alternate NPS 100C-24 Layout 
 

 



'8-24-13 iteration' wind farm 
Produced on 8/27/2014 at 11:21:41 AM by licenced user: Douglas J. Vaught, V3 Energy, USA 
using WAsP version: 10.02.0010. 

Summary results 
 
Parameter Total Average Minimum Maximum 
Net AEP [MWh] 1432.571 358.143 350.011 378.684 
Gross AEP [MWh] 1482.685 370.671 358.701 383.339 
Wake loss [%] 3.38 - - - 

 

Site results 
 
Site Location 

[m] 
Turbine Elevation 

[m a.s.l.] 
Height 
[m a.g.l.] 

Net AEP 
[MWh] 

Wake loss 
[%] 

Pitkas 1 (591490, 
6879490) 

NPS100C-24 170 23 350.011 4.76 

Pitkas 2 (591595, 
6879490) 

NPS100C-24 170 23 353.703 5.21 

Pitkas 3 (591700, 
6879490) 

NPS100C-24 168.5835 23 378.684 1.21 

Pitkas 4 (591543, 
6879580) 

NPS100C-24 170 23 350.173 2.38 

Site w ind climates 
 
Site Location 

[m] 
Height 
[m a.g.l.] 

A 
[m/s] 

k U 
[m/s] 

E 
[W/m²] 

RIX 
[%] 

dRIX 
[%] 

Pitkas 1 (591490, 
6879490) 

23 7.8 1.94 6.91 417 3.8 0.5 

Pitkas 2 (591595, 
6879490) 

23 7.9 1.94 6.98 428 3.7 0.4 

Pitkas 3 (591700, 
6879490) 

23 8.0 1.94 7.11 453 3.6 0.4 

Pitkas 4 (591543, 
6879580) 

23 7.7 1.94 6.80 397 3.5 0.2 

 

C:\Users\Douglas\Documents\AVEC\St Marys\REF Round 8, 2014\Pitkas Point REF 8, WAsP wind farm report, 4 
NPS100C, rho=1.280, alternate layout.docx 1 27-08-14 
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